
**SOM F1.** Astkhan, a male Persian leopard, was photographed by a camera trap inside Hirkan National Park, Talysh Mountains, Azerbaijan on 13 July 2013 (Photo WWF-Azerbaijan)

**SOM F2.** A photo of Astkhan discovered in a poacher’s cell phone by legal authorities in Gilan Province, Iran. Identification of Astkhan was done by comparing the pelage pattern of his head in this photo with SOM F1 (See Fig. 4).
SOM F3. A photograph of Astkhan’s tail discovered in a poacher’s hideout by wildlife authorities in Chubar, Gilan Province, Iran (Photo Ali Jafari/Gilan DoE).

SOM F4. A male Persian leopard shot dead by authorities after injuring 7 villagers in Dizaj, Ardabil Province in Iran on 9 July 2007 (Photo Ardabil DoE).